Full Endpoint Web Protection
Complete web protection everywhere you go
The web is the number one source of malware such as FakeAV. And the threats are getting
worse every day. As you probably know, keeping your offsite users safe and productive on the
web is a major pain. It’s a large investment, complex to deploy, and fraught with annoyances.
Our new full Web Protection License eliminates these costs and complexities by solving your
web protection needs in a whole new way. We’ve taken what’s traditionally been done at the
gateway, and put it on your endpoint computers. You get full user-based policy and
productivity control that works in the office, at home or on the road – wherever your users go.
And it’s incredibly simple.
Gone are the days of backhauling, major hardware rollouts, uptime management and
“weekend infections”. This new product doesn’t require you to compromise anything you have
today. In fact, it eliminates hidden compromises we’ve all been living with for the last 10 years.
Web threat protection - everywhere
We’ve integrated our latest cross-browser web
filtering technologies into our Endpoint agent.
They seamlessly block all the latest threats and
stop malware downloads wherever your users go.

Easy to deploy
There’s no additional client software required –
it’s all part of our endpoint agent. With just a few
easy clicks you have complete web protection at
the endpoint - everywhere.

Full user-based productivity policy
Set user-based policy by site category and file
types with just a few clicks. Trust a powerful
content engine that doesn’t rely on file extensions
to make its decisions. Need custom policies? No
problem, we do that too.
Real-time insights and rich reporting
User policy updates and reporting behave as if
every machine was inside the network without
the need for poking holes in your firewall. Policy
updates are immediate and web activity reporting
is near real time so you can manage your
organization without compromise.
Eliminate cost and complexity
Doing web filtering at the endpoint means you
can eliminate traffic backhauling, retire gateway
hardware and forget about scalability problems.
Maybe it’s time to retire the “big iron”.

Get instant insights and easily set active web
policies wherever your Endpoints are

Works together with our web appliances

Call now to learn more about our new Web Protection options: 1888-SOPHOS9

